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Gwendolyn Mason and Earnest 
Merritt had a fairly straightforward goal 
when they launched their design studio, Dear 
Hancock, last year: “We wanted to be crea-
tive and paint all the time,” says Gwendolyn. The 
pair—she grew up in New Hampshire, he in Ohio 
—met in Los Angeles in the MFA program at 
California Institute of the Arts.

Since those school days, Gwendolyn has worked 
as a designer and an illustrator, and Earnest has 
taught art and woodworking. Dear Hancock—
which specializes in hand-painted paper 
goods such as greeting cards, stationery, prints, 
calendars, and wrapping paper—is now her full-
time job, while he continues to balance it with 
teaching. Their designs are often a collabora-
tive effort. With the “Gigantic Sapphire on a Flat-
bed” illustration, for example, Earnest did the truck 
and Gwendolyn the sapphire it is transporting.

In the couple’s L.A. bungalow, Dear Hancock 
is ever present. In the dining room, Earnest and 
Gwendolyn paint at two drawing tables that face 
each other. The living room doubles as storage for 
inventory as well as a packing station. Shipments 
are prepared in the sunroom. “Our style is live/
work,” says Gwendolyn. “Heavy on the work.”

Conversation

Gwendolyn Mason 
and Earnest Merritt 
share their home 
with French bull-
dogs Tadpole and 
Zoots.
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WHAT’S IN A NAME: Our company 
name refers to the structure of how a letter 
begins and ends. We chose “Dear” because 
it is a sincere way to address someone and 
“Hancock” (as in John Hancock) because 
it refers to a signature that is both visually 
bold and historically significant.

FIRST STATIONERY COLLECTION 
DESIGNED: The Desk Collection. It is 
comprised of desk illustrations that reflect 
various personal interests. Each desk and 
the objects painted on it acts as a portrait 
that personalizes the stationery. Our col-
lection has grown, but we initially released 
The Naturalist Desk, The Architect’s 
Desk, the Sewing Desk, the Writer’s Desk, 
and the Photographer’s Desk.

FAVORITE HOLIDAY TRADITION: 
We drive to the mountains and build a 
snowman in the back of Earnest’s pick-up 
truck. The challenge lies in driving back 
down the mountain to reach home before 
the snowman melts.

GWENDOLYN’S FAVORITE HOLI-
DAY DISH: Earnest makes a mean tra-
ditional apple pie with a lattice crust. His 
mom and grandmother taught him well.

EARNEST’S FAVORITE HOLIDAY 
DISH: Gwendolyn’s mashed potatoes. They 
have a perfect balance of mashed versus un-
mashed texture, with the best salt-to-pep-
per-to-butter ratio.

GWENDOLYN’S CHERISHED CHILD-
HOOD MEMENTO: I have several books 
that I illustrated as a child. I had an obses-
sion with drawing flying horses that lived in 
the centers of flowers. 

Parisian artist Nathalie 
Lete’s “Le Tigre” plate 
graces the windowsill 
in the kitchen.
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The painting above 
the mantel—which 
depicts two worms 
in the grass under 
a rainbow—is one 
of Earnest’s own. 
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EARNEST’S CHERISHED CHILD- 
HOOD MEMENTO: A watercolor 
field set my dad gave me when I was 
around 12 years old. It reminds me of 
the painting trips I went on with my 
dad and grandfather.

BEST HOLIDAY GIFT GIVEN: 
Homemade wreaths we made from 
native California evergreens and 
shrubs.

BEST HOLIDAY GIFT RECEIVED 
BY GWENDOLYN: My sister Holly 
gave me my very first beloved dog, 
D-O-G (pronounced dee-oh-gee, just 
as it’s spelled). She had a very literal 
name for an extraordinary little dog.

BEST HOLIDAY GIFT RECEIVED 
BY EARNEST: My dad sent us a table 
saw and on the outside of the shipping 
crate he painted a portrait of D-O-G. 
The portrait/crate tends to migrate 
from room to room as we do a great 
deal of rearranging in our house.

Husband and wife 
often paint in the din-
ing room, across from 
each other. Earnest 
built the wall-mounted 
shelves that display 
their work. 
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“We’re always 
discussing ideas 
for stationery.” 

“We keep numerous sketch-
books around the house and 
make sure to sketch every 
idea,” says Gwendolyn. 
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BEST RECENT ACQUISITION FOR 
YOUR HOME: A George Nelson bubble 
pendant lamp.

NEXT ACQUISITION: A robot vacuum.

NEXT ON YOUR TO-DO LIST: We 
want to collaborate on a series of large-
scale paintings and add more designs to 
our line of Stand Ins, which are 3-dimen-
sional painted objects.

CURRENT OBSESSION: Trying to 
grow and maintain a garden.

CURRENT INSPIRATIONS: Artists 
who blur the line between art and design.

FAVORITE SPOT IN YOUR HOME: 
The outdoor patio. It is an extension of 
our dining room, especially now since 
Dear Hancock has claimed the dining 
room table. We enjoy having dinner or a 
glass of wine out there.

FAVORITE NEIGHBORHOOD RES-
TAURANT: Proof Bakery. We love going 
there for lunch. They make these delicious 
little baguette sandwiches—applewood 
smoked bacon, goat cheese with plum pre-
serves, and field greens! Yum yum.

FAVORITE NEIGHBORHOOD SHOP: 
Urbanic Paper Boutique in Venice is not 
in our direct neighborhood, but we love 
that store. It is really well curated and  
is in a beautiful space on Abbot Kinney  
Boulevard.

BEST THING ABOUT WHAT YOU 
DO: We get to manifest our ideas and 
paint all the time.

THE THING YOU LOVE MOST 
ABOUT LOS ANGELES: The light 
glows beautifully here, defining every-
thing. It’s hard to be in a bad mood in  
this city.

Both Earnest and 
Gwendolyn enjoy 
gardening; he takes 
care of the succu-
lents and orchids, 
while she grows 
edibles such as 
arugula and herbs.
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“The yard and garden 
were a big draw when 
we moved in five years 
ago,” says Gwendolyn. 
“We were happy to find 
a place where the dogs 
are able to go outside and 
run around or lay in the 
sun as they please.”

“The light glows beautifully here, defining everything.   
                          It’s hard to be in a bad mood in this city.” 


